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The visualization shows a two-dimensional slice through
the center of a Mach 1.92, Reynolds number 2000 round jet
computed by direct numerical simulation. The simulation is
discussed in detail by Freund, Lele, and Moin.1 The jet tur-
bulence is visualized with color contours of vorticity be-
tween 0Uc /r o and 4.5Uc /r o , whereUc is the local center-
line velocity andr o is the nozzle radius.~The peak vorticity
in this plane was 7.2Uc /r o at the instant shown.! Despite the
low Reynolds number, we see a range of turbulence scales in
the flow. The grayscale levels shown are directly propor-
tional to divergence of velocity between solid white which
indicates¹•u.0.017U j /r o and solid black which indicates
¹•u,0.017U j /r o , whereU j is the jet nozzle velocity. In
the sound field, narrow regions of compressions~dark! are
typically separated by broader expansions~light! which sug-
gests a nonlinear steepening process. Steepening in the far-
field was investigated for this flow using weak shock theory.1

The small visualizations, however, reveal that the dark re-
gions appear to originate as already thin areas within the jet,

as speculated by Ffowcs Williamset al.2 who did not ob-
serve a significant increase in wave steepness at greater dis-
tances from a jet. This suggests a nonlinearity in the noise
generation mechanism, though a quantitative investigation of
this is necessary before any conclusions can be made. The
role of nonlinearity in generating noise is being in-
vestigated.3 The Mach waves all propagate at approximately
50° from the jet axis. Simultaneous visualization of the pres-
sure and divergence of velocity~not shown! suggest that
there are usually regions of high pressure at the origin of
each Mach wave convecting at an appropriate supersonic ve-
locity for the Mach angle, but as yet we have not identified
consistent concrete events that spawn Mach waves.

The original simulation was conducted for the most part
at Stanford University, where J.B.F. was supported by the
Franklin P. and Caroline M. Johnson graduate fellowship.
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Color contours: vorticityB/W: prop. to div(u)should be similar to TBL radiation.see movie also.




